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emportant a Question as the present you might have Beard a
Copper fall on the Gallery 3oor5 their was Sush a profound
Silance. . . . Notwithstanding my opposition to the Constitution,
and the anxiety of Boston for its adoption 1 most Tel you I was
never Treated with So much politeness in my Life as I was after-
wards by the Treadesmen of Boston Merchants & every other
Gentleman,"
During tie course of the convention a rumor spread in Boston,
and was printed in the Boston Gazette? that large sums of money
had been brought from a neighboring state—by which New York
was meant—to bribe and corrupt the Antifederalist members.
The convention on January 21 took note of the rumor., and as-
signed a committee to investigate it No confirmation was found,
and there is no reason to believe there was any truth in it. But
this was another sign of the suspicions with which the Anti-
federalists were filled.
The debates in the convention covered most of the genera]
grounds of opposition^ with some special to Massachusetts. There
was a long contest over the two-year term for representatives in
Congress, Massachusetts preferred one year, as for its own legis-
lature. Charles Turner of Scituate seemed to argue that annual
elections were as much a law of nature as the annual renewal of
the seasons. Major Thomas Lusk of West Stockbridge, noting
that there was no religious qualification for Federal officers,
"shuddered at the idea, that Roman Catholics, Papists, and
Pagans might be introduced into office; and that Popery and the
Inquisition may be established in America."
And there was much dislike of the Constitution for taking
slavery for granted and permitting the importation of slaves for
at least another twenty years.
The South, with its many slaves, seemed to some of the mem-
bers very far away from Massachusetts, with none. If Massachu-
setts should be pined with the slave states under the Constitu-
tion, would this not mean that Massachusetts must become
responsible for the evil of slavery and its people be "partakers of
other men's sins"? Benjamin Randall of Antifederalist Sharon
felt that there could be no safe union of the South and New
England. "Our manners," he said, "are widely different from the
southern states—their elections were not go free and unbiassed;
therefore, if the states were consolidated, he thought it would

